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Grip-It® Screwdrivers

19435 Series

O •
Hex-Shank with Bolster,
Keystone-Tip
Designed for the most demanding uses. Hex shank for wrench-
assisted turning.

Cat. No.
19435

19436

Shank-Tip Width
x Shank Length
7/32x4 nominal
(5.5x100)
5/16x6 nominal
(8x150)

Overall
Length
8 nominal
(205)
11 nominal
(275)

19427 Series

O •
Round-Shank with Bolster,
Keystone-Tip
Designed to handle tough jobs with ease.

Cat. No.
19427

19428

Shank-Tip Width
x Shank Length
7/32x4 nominal
(5.5x100)
5/16x6 nominal
(8x150)

Overall
Length
8 nominal
(205)
11 nominal
(275)

19405 Series

O
Round-Shank, Cabinet-Tip
Shank and tip designed for rugged usage. Narrow tip permits blade
access where space is limited.

Cat. No.
19405

19406

Shank-Tip Width
x Shank Length
7/32x4 nominal
(5.5x100)
7/32x6 nominal
(5.5x150)

Overall
Length
7-11/16 nominal
(195)
9-21/32 nominal
(245)

All screwdriver dimensions given in
inches and (millimeters).

19445 Series

Machined to more exact Phillips-tip profile
for better, tighter fit— and better results.

Round-Shank, Special Profilated®
Phillips-Tip
Tips are profilated to provide a more consistent geometric sym-
metry than conventional Phillips-tip screwdrivers. Provide more ac-
curate fit and torque without slippage.

Cat. No.
19445

19446

Point
Size
No. 1

No. 2

Shank
Length
3 nominal
(80)
4 nominal
(100)

Overall
Length
6-7/8 nominal
(175)
8-1/16 nominal
(205)

5-Piece Grip-It® Screwdriver Set
A basic selection of the most frequently used Grip-It® screwdrivers
featuring a new handle-surface technology to resist slippage and
allow the transfer of more torque, even with wet or oily hands. See
individual screwdriver listings for descriptions and close-up photos.
Set is provided in reclosable seal-tight vinyl pouch.

Cat. No.
85090 Set Contains

Cat. No. Description Overall Length

19405 Round-Shank, Cabinet-Tip 7-11/16(195)
19427 Round-Shank with Bolster, 8(205)

Keystone-Tip
19428 Round-Shank with Bolster, 11(275)

Keystone-Tip
19445 Round-Shank, #1 Phillips-Tip 6-7/8 (175)
19446 Round-Shank, #2 Phillips-Tip 8-1/16 (205)

Use approved eye protection.

Not insulated— will not protect
against electrical shock.
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Introduction
Klein screwdrivers give professional

extra-quality features that have made
the Klein name famous for hand tools-
features that assure greater conven-
ience, comfort and efficiency In use,
plus exceptional strength and durability.

All Klein drivers are made of the high-
est quality tempered steel, carefully heat-
treated for maximum strength. Shafts
will not bond or twist in normal use.
Shafts have integral flanges that provide
an extra-strong, torque-proof anchor in
the handle. Strong, durable black tips are
precision forged and ground with square
edges to fit screw openings securely.
They resist slippage and provide positive
turning action.

Cushion-Grip screwdrivers feature
super-comfortable, sure-grip handles on
top-quality tools for the professional. All
Klein screwdrivers meet or exceed appli-
cable ANSI and MIL specifications.

Using screwdrivers.
The size of the screw and the type of open-
ing it has determines which driver to use.
But there are a few tips on how to use a
driver that can be of benefit, because
screwdrivers are the most often misused
and abused hand tools of all.

1. Never use a driver to do another
tool's job. Using a driver as a pry bar,
scraper, or a chisel can ruin the tool,
spoil the work, and cause injury.

2. Never push a driver beyond Its capac-
ity. Make a pilot hole for the screw for
easier driving. Use square-shank drivers
for heavy work.

3. Never expose a driver to excessive
heat. Direct flame can draw the temper
from the metal, weakening and possibly
warping it, making it unsafe and ineffi-
cient to use.

4. Never use a driver at an angle to the
screw. Always keep the shank perpen-
dicular to the screw head. Driving at an
angle or using a point that is too small
can spoil the screw or slip and damage
the work.

5. Never depend on a driver's handle or
covered blade to insulate you from
electricity. Plastic and Cushion-Grip
handles are intended only to provide a
firm, comfortable grip. Insulated blades
are intended only as a protective meas-
ure against shorting out components.
Only use insulated tools that are marked
with the official international 1000-volt
rating symbol if there is any chance that
the tool will make contact with an ener-
gized source.

6. Discard damaged or worn drivers.

The right screwdriver
for every job.
The professional requires a number of
screwdrivers in a variety of sizes and types.
The right driver is necessary for the fast,
efficient driving and removal of screws in
any kind of material. The wrong size
driver- too short or too long- or a driver
with a point that doesn't fit the screw prop-
erly can waste time and cause trouble.

Blades must fit-
and fill-
the screw slot.

Fastener types and driver tips.

Keystone Cabinet Phillips Torx*

A A

o o o o
Clutch Head Hex Head

Reed & Prince
(Frearson)

Square
Recess

o M
o o o

Order from your local distributor.
To better serve our customers, Klein Tools,
Inc. has developed extensive national dis-
tribution through distributors. These distrib-
utors maintain a large stock of Klein tools
and equipment in your own area and can fill
your order rapidly. For the occasional item
not in stock, our distributors receive prompt
delivery from the factory. Order through
your local Klein Distributor.

See catalog section on Insulated Tools
for insulated screwdrivers.

WARNING: Plastic-dipped or slip-on
plastic handles are NOT intended for
protection against electrical shock.
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Klein Cushion-Grip
Screwdrivers
Klein Cushion-Grip screwdrivers are
exceptionally strong, made of carefully
heat-treated and tempered steel. The
Cushion-Grip handle resists slippage
which allows you to apply greater
torque. Bolster on blade at handle pro-
vides added strength and rigidity for
heavy-duty Cushion-Grip screwdrivers.
Blades are fully chrome-plated with
black tips. The handle grip is super-
comfortable to provide hours of fatigue-
free usage. A cushion sleeve makes the
difference. This soft, black grip inter-
locks permanently with a slotted plastic
handle. Its deep-ribbed design and
cushioning action permit the use of
maximum turning power without dis-
comfort. Grip is resistant to oil, gas and
water. Handle tops of Phillips-tip and
standard-tip drivers are permanently
Inscribed with a tip-description symbol
for easy identification.

Vaco Plastic-Handle
Screwdrivers
Vaco plastic-handle screwdrivers are
made of the finest-grade steel, heat-
treated and tempered for extra tough-
ness. Most styles feature exclusive
Comfordome® handles, full-fluted with
chamfered edges for comfortable,
fatigue -free driving. The Vaco screw-
driver line includes plastic-handle Bull
Driver8 screwdrivers featuring a 35%
larger-than normal handle diameter to
deliver up to 50% extra power. All Vaco
screwdrivers meet or exceed applicable
ANSI and MIL specifications. Handle
tops of Phillips-tip and standard-tip dri-
vers are permanently inscribed with a
tip-description symbol for easy identifi-
cation.

Grip-It® Screwdrivers
A completely new handle surface tech-
nology has been added to the proven
job-performance standards of Klein
screwdrivers. Klein Grip-It* screwdrivers
resist slippage to allow the transfer of
more torque even with wet or oily
hands.The large, ergonomic, triangular-
shaped handle provides greater contact
area with your hand for maximum turn-
ing power and a more comfortable grip.
The handle features a patented, oil-
resistant, anti-slip, plastic flock cover-
ing. The special geometry of the handle
design incorporates a generous hollow
for the thumb, providing more turning
power. The spherical end virtually elim-
inates pressure points in the palm of
the hand. The exceptionally-strong
blades are made of special, high-alloy
steel and are^ chrome plated for long
life. All Grip-It screwdrivers are perma-
nently marked with the Klein catalog
number for easy identification and have
Klein's special black tips.

Klein Cushion-Grip
Screwdrivers

Deluxe Cushion-Grip
screwdrivers are designed
for extra-long, dependable
service and unbeatable
comfort.

The comfortable Cushion-Grip
is locked around a solid-plastic
handle. Grip extends up
to handle end.

Shank has integral flanges
to provide a solid, torque-
proof anchor deep in the
plastic handle.

Heavy-duty screwdrivers have
special bolster construction
to reinforce against
hard use.

Fully chrome-plated blade
with black tip.

Vaco Plastic Handle
Screwdrivers

Exclusive Comfor-
dome" handle. No
sharp edges.

Full-fluted handle
for better grip and
maximum torque.

High-impact, break-
resistant handles
are impervious
to most acids
and alkalies.

Tough, lempered
blades of chrome-
vanadium steel,
nickel-chrome
plated for long life

Fully chrome-plated blade
with black tip. V

Grip-It Screwdrivers
The spherical end virtually
eliminates pressure points in
the palm of the hand

Handle size and shape
provide greater contact area
with your hand for maximum
turning power and a more
comfortable grip

Handle made of high-impact,
matte-black plastic

Patented oil-resistant, anti-
slip, plastic flock on the han-
dle helps prevent slippage

Triangular handle shape for
optimal torque transfer

Hollow for thumb allows
greater turning power

Exceptionally-strong blade
made of special, high-alloy
steel and chrome plated for
long life

Black tip
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